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ABSTRACT
Ring diagram analysis of solar oscillation power spectra obtained from Michelson Doppler Imager

data is carried out to study the velocity Ðelds in the outer part of the solar convection zone. The three-
dimensional power spectra are Ðtted to a model that has a Lorentzian proÐle in frequency and includes
the advection of the wave front by horizontal Ñows in order to obtain the two components of the sub-
surface Ñows as a function of the horizontal wave number and radial order of the oscillation modes. This
information is then inverted using the optimally localized averages method and regularized least squares
method to infer the variation in horizontal Ñow velocity with depth. The average rotation velocity at
di†erent latitudes obtained by this technique agrees reasonably with helioseismic estimates made using
frequency-splitting data. The shear layer just below the solar surface appears to consist of two parts,
with the outer part measuring up to a depth of 4 Mm where the velocity gradient does not show any
reversal up to a latitude of 60¡. In the deeper part the velocity gradient shows reversal in sign around a
latitude of 55¡. The zonal Ñow velocities inferred in the outermost layers appear to be similar to those
obtained by other measurements. A meridional Ñow from equator poleward is found. It has a maximum
amplitude of about 30 m s~1 near the surface, and the amplitude is nearly constant in the outer shear
layer.
Subject headings : Sun: interior È Sun: oscillations È Sun: rotation

1. INTRODUCTION

The rotation rate in the solar interior has been inferred
using the frequency splittings for p-modes (Thompson et al.
1996 ; Schou et al. 1998) ; however, the splitting coefficients
of the global p-modes are sensitive only to the north-south
axisymmetric component of rotation rate. To study the
nonaxisymmetric component of rotation rate and the
meridional component of Ñow, other techniques based on
““ local ÏÏ modes are required. Since these velocity com-
ponents are comparatively small in magnitude, they have
not been measured very reliably even at the solar surface.
The primary difficulty in measuring meridional Ñow veloci-
ties at the solar surface arises from convective blue shifts
due to unresolved granular Ñows (Hathaway 1987, 1992).
Additional difficulty is caused by the fact that at low lati-
tudes the line-of-sight component of meridional velocity is
small. Sunspots and other magnetic features have also been
used to measure meridional Ñow (Howard 1996). There is a
considerable di†erence in the results of these measurements.
Using direct Doppler measurements at the solar surface
from Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) instru-
ments, Hathaway et al. (1996) have measured various com-
ponents of nearly steady Ñows on the solar surface. They
Ðnd a poleward meridional Ñow with an amplitude of about
27 m s~1, which varies with time. There is also some evi-
dence for north-south di†erence in the rotation rate
(Antonucci, Hoeksema, & Scherrer 1990 ; Verma 1993 ; Car-
bonell, Oliver, & Ballester 1993 ; Hathaway et al. 1996), but
once again there is no agreement on the magnitude of this
component or its statistical signiÐcance.

Apart from these nearly steady Ñows, there could also be
cellular Ñows with very large length scales and lifetimes, viz.,
the giant cells. However, there has been no Ðrm evidence for
such cells (Snodgrass & Howard 1984 ; Durney et al. 1985),
although recently Beck, Duvall, & Scherrer (1998) have
reported probable detection of giant cells from the analysis
of Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) Dopplergrams. These
large-scale Ñows are believed to play an important role in
transporting magnetic Ñux and angular momentum, and
thus their study is important for understanding the theories
of solar dynamo and turbulent compressible convection
(Choudhuri, Schussler, & Dikpati 1995 ; Brummell, Hurl-
burt, & Toomre 1998 ; Rekowski & 1998).Ru� diger

High-degree solar modes that are trapped in the(l Z 150)
solar envelope have lifetimes that are much smaller than the
sound travel time around the Sun, and hence the character-
istics of these modes are mainly determined by average con-
ditions in the local neighborhood rather than the average
conditions over the entire spherical shell. These modes can
be employed to study large-scale Ñows inside the Sun using
time-distance analysis (Duvall et al. 1993, 1997 ; Giles et al.
1997), ring diagrams (Hill 1988 ; et al. 1997), andPatro� n
other techniques. Using time-distance helioseismology,
Giles et al. (1997) have studied the meridional Ñow to Ðnd
that the meridional velocity does not change signiÐcantly
with depth, while Schou & Bogart (1998), using the ring
diagram technique, found some increase in meridional
velocity with depth. Ring diagram analysis of meridional
Ñows have also been done by et al.Gonza� lez Herna� ndez
(1999) and Basu, Antia, & Tripathy (1999), who also found
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some variation in meridional Ñow with depth. Haber et al.
(1999) found that the velocity of the surface Ñows can
change over moderately short timescales. Gonza� lez

et al. (1998) have demonstrated the reliability ofHerna� ndez
ring diagram analysis by comparing results obtained from
data collected simultaneously by two independent instru-
ments, namely the MDI and one of the Taiwan Oscillation
Network (TON) instruments at Observatorio del Teide.

Ring diagram analysis is based on the study of three-
dimensional power spectra of solar p-modes on a part of the
solar surface. If one considers a section of a three-
dimensional spectrum at Ðxed temporal frequency, one
Ðnds that power is concentrated along a series of rings that
correspond to di†erent values of the radial harmonic
number n. The frequencies of these modes are a†ected by
horizontal Ñow Ðelds suitably averaged over the region

under consideration ; hence an accurate measurement of
these frequencies will contain the signature of large-scale
Ñows and can be used to study these Ñows. The measured
frequency shifts for di†erent modes can be inverted to
obtain the horizontal Ñow velocities as a function of depth.
The local nature of these modes allows us to study di†erent
regions on the solar surface, thus giving three dimensional
information about the horizontal Ñows. Since the high-
degree modes used in these studies are trapped in the outer-
most layers of the Sun, such analysis gives information
about the conditions in the outer 2%È3% of the solar
radius.

In this work we use ring diagram analysis to study the
longitudinal as well as latitudinal component of horizontal
velocity in the outer layers of the Sun. Although it is pos-
sible to study the variation in horizontal velocity with both

FIG. 1.ÈSample (logarithmic) power spectra as a function of and at a Ðxed frequency. Top: Average spectrum centered at the equator at frequenciesk
x

k
yof around 3 mHz (left-hand side) and 4 mHz (right-hand side). Bottom: Spectrum centered at 45¡ north latitude at frequencies of around 3 mHz (left-hand side)

and 4 mHz (right-hand side). The scale is marked with the logarithm of the power.
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FIG. 2.ÈFitted parameters for the summed spectra centered at the
equator. This Ðgure shows the mean logarithmic power the(A0[ 2 lnw),
half-width and the average horizontal velocity(w0), U

x
, U

y
.

longitude and latitude, in this work we have only con-
sidered the longitudinal averages, which contain informa-
tion about the latitudinal variation in these Ñows. For this
purpose, at each latitude we have summed the spectra
obtained for di†erent longitudes to get an average spectrum
that has information on the average Ñow velocity at each
latitude. The longitudinal velocity component is dominated
by the rotation velocity and can be used to study its varia-
tion with depth and latitude. This complements the results
obtained from the inversion of frequency splittings of global
p-modes. Since the splittings of global p-modes are not reli-
ably determined at a high degree, these inversions are not
very reliable in regions close to surface. It should be pos-
sible, however, to determine the rotation rate in this region
more reliably with ring diagram analysis using data that
include high-degree modes extending up to lB 1200. In
particular, the shear layer just below the solar surface can
be examined in more detail. Besides, ring diagram analysis
also enables us to measure the north-south variation in the
rotation rate at the same latitude. The latitudinal com-
ponent of velocity is dominated by the meridional Ñow and
can be used to study its variation with latitude and depth.
This work uses a larger data set covering an entire solar
rotation period and has improved Ðts, as compared to the
work reported in Basu et al. (1999). We have also included
an improved analysis of the meridional Ñow results and
identiÐed higher order terms in this Ñow.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows : ° 2 describes
the basic technique used to calculate the horizontal Ñow
velocities using ring diagrams, ° 3 describes the results,
while ° 4 gives the conclusions from our study.

2. THE TECHNIQUE

A good description of the ring diagram technique can be
found in Hill (1988, 1994) and et al. (1997). We,Patro� n
therefore, only outline the procedure used by us in this
work. We have used data from full-disk Dopplergrams
obtained by the MDI instrument of the Solar Oscillations

Investigation (SOI) on board SOHO. Selected regions of
Dopplergrams mapped with PostelÏs projection are tracked
at a rate corresponding to the photospheric rotation rate
(Snodgrass 1984) at the center of each region to Ðlter out the
photospheric rotation velocity from the Ñow Ðelds. This
allows us to study the smaller components of the Ñow that
are not very well determined from other studies. Since the
solar rotation rate generally increases with depth just below
the surface, the increase in rotation velocity will contribute
to the longitudinal component of horizontal Ñows mea-
sured by the ring diagram technique. For each tracked
region, the images are detrended by subtracting the running
mean over 21 neighboring images to Ðlter the series tempo-
rally. Detrending eliminates slowly varying signals such as
those from local activity and nearly steady Ñows. The
detrended images are apodized and Fourier transformed in
the two spatial coordinates and in time to obtain the three-
dimensional power spectra. We have chosen the spatial
extent of the region to be about 15¡ ] 15¡, with 128 ] 128
pixels in heliographic longitude and latitude giving a
resolution of 0.03367 Mm~1, or 23.437 Each region isR

_
~1.

tracked for 4096 minutes, which gives a frequency
resolution of 4.07 kHz. To minimize e†ects of fore-
shortening, all of the regions were centered on the central
meridian ; however, the high-latitude regions will still su†er
from foreshortening. Near the equator, each such region
covers an area of roughly 182 ] 182 Mm on the solar
surface, and hence will include a few supergranules. There
may still be some contribution from supergranular veloci-
ties in the average Ñow over each region, which will interfere
with the signal from nearly steady and large-scale Ñows.
Since in this work we are considering only averages over all
longitudes, there will be further averaging of the super-
granular Ñows and their contribution is expected to be very
small. The spectra have been obtained using the relevant
tasks in the MDI data-processing pipeline. Figure 1 shows a
few sections of some of these spectra at constant frequency.

We have selected the regions centered at Carrington lon-
gitudes of 90¡, 60¡, and 30¡ for Carrington rotation 1909,
and at 360¡, 330¡, 300¡, 275¡, 235¡, 210¡, 183¡, 143¡, and
120¡ for rotation 1910, corresponding to a period from
about 1996 May 24 to 1996 June 21, which covered an
entire Carrington rotation period. The uneven distribution
of longitudes was dictated by the need to avoid, as far as
possible, large gaps in the data. For each longitude we select
regions centered at latitudes of 60¡ south to 60¡ north at
steps of 5¡. Thus there is some overlap between di†erent
regions. Since in this work we are only interested in latitudi-
nal variation in the Ñow Ðelds, we take a sum of all spectra
for a given latitude that gives us a spectrum averaged over
all longitudes. Because of averaging, these spectra have
better statistics and the error estimates are also lower.

To extract the Ñow velocities and other mode parameters
from the three-dimensional power spectra, we Ðtted a model
of the form

P(k
x
, k

y
, l)

\exp [A0] (k [ k0)A1 ] A2(kx/k)2] A3(kx
k
y
)/k2]

(l[ ckp [ U
x
k
x
[ U

y
k
y
)2] [w0] w1(k [ k0)]2

] eB1
k3 ] eB2

k4 , (1)

where k being the total wave number, and thek2\ k
x
2] k

y
2,
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FIG. 3.ÈFitted velocity terms for the summed power spectra at di†erent latitudes plotted as a function of the lower turning point of the modes. In each(r
t
)

panel the crosses mark the Ðtted velocity for the northern hemisphere while the open squares mark that for the southern hemisphere. For clarity, the modes
are averaged in groups of 15 and the error bars are not shown. The latitudes are marked in the left-hand panel.

12 parameters c, p, andA0, A1, A2, A3, U
x
, U

y
, w0, w1, B1,are determined by Ðtting the spectra using a maximumB2likelihood approach (Anderson, Duvall, & Je†eries 1990).

Here is the central value of k in the Ðtting interval. Thek0mean power in the ring is given by The coeffi-exp (A0)/w02.cient accounts for the variation in power with k in theA1Ðtting interval. Only the linear term is included as the Ðtting
interval is generally quite small. The and termsA2 A3account for the variation of power along the ring ; namely,
the variation with direction of propagation of the wave.
These were introduced because the power does appear to
vary along the ring and the Ðts in the absence of these terms

were not satisfactory. This variation can be easily seen in
the outermost ring in the power spectra displayed in Figure
1. The outermost ring in the spectra around 3 mHz is for
n \ 0, while for spectra around 4 mHz the outermost ring is
for n \ 1, since the n \ 0 ring will be around l\ 1600,
which is beyond the range of our spectra. The variation in
power along the ring may be due to foreshortening or other
systematic e†ects and may not represent a real variation in
the power spectrum of the Sun. The term ckp gives the mean
frequency, and this form is chosen since it gives satisfactory
Ðts to the mean frequency over the whole Ðtting interval.
The terms and represent the shift in frequencyU

x
k
x

U
y
k
y
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FIG. 4.ÈSample of the averaging kernels obtained for the OLA inver-
sions. The averaging kernels shown are for inversions at 0.9705, 0.9731,
0.9782, 0.9833, 0.9872, 0.9910, 0.9949, and 0.9987 for 45¡ north latitude.R

_

due to large-scale Ñows, and the Ðtted values of andU
x

U
ygive the average Ñow velocity over the region covered by

the power spectrum and the depth range where the corre-
sponding mode is trapped. The mean half-width is given by

while takes care of the variation in half-width with kw0, w1in the Ðtting interval. The terms involving and deÐneB1 B2the background power, which is assumed to be of the same
form as et al. (1997). The Ðtting formula given byPatro� n
equation (1) is slightly di†erent from what is used by Patro� n
et al. (1997), in that we have assumed some variation in
amplitude along the ring (given by the and terms),A2 A3and we also include variation in power and width with k
through the coefficients and Basu et al. (1999) didA1 w1.not include the term, and the background terms used byw1them were also slightly di†erent. Here the positive x direc-
tion is the direction of solar rotation, and the positive y
direction is toward the north in heliographic coordinates.

The Ðts are obtained by maximizing the likelihood func-
tion L or minimizing the function F :

F\ [ ln L \;
i

A
ln M

i
] O

i
M

i

B
, (2)

where summation is taken over each pixel in the Ðtting
interval. The term is the result of evaluating the modelM

igiven by equation (1) at ith pixel deÐned by l in thek
x
, k

y
,

three-dimensional power spectrum, and is the observedO
ipower at the same pixel. The minimization has been per-

formed using a quasi Newton method based on the BFGS
(Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno) formula for
updating the Hessian matrix (Antia 1991). The error bars
are obtained from the inverse of the Hessian matrix at the
minimum (Anderson et al. 1990).

In order to test the sensitivity of Ðts to the form of Ðtted
function, we have repeated the Ðts with some parameters
kept Ðxed. For example, we have tried Ðts keeping w1\ 0
or and also some Ðts where is kept Ðxed atA2\A3\ 0, w0

the initial guess. For background terms we have also tried
exponents other than what are included in equation (1). We
have also attempted Ðts with more parameters, including
variation in power due to higher order terms in Fromk

x
, k

y
.

these experiments we Ðnd that the Ðtted values of andU
x

U
yare fairly robust to these changes and that the di†erences

between di†erent Ðts are less than the estimated errors. The
form given by equation (1) was chosen because all of the
parameters appearing there have signiÐcant values in some
region and the Ðt appears to be satisfactory, while addi-
tional parameters that were tried generally turned out to be
small and comparable to the corresponding error estimates.
To evaluate the quality of the Ðt, we use the merit function
(see, e.g., Anderson et al. 1990)

F
m

\ ;
i

AO
i
[ M

i
M

i

B2
, (3)

where the summation is over all pixels in the Ðtting interval,
and and are as deÐned in equation (2). We Ðnd thatO

i
M

iwith the choice of model given by equation (1), the merit
function comes out to be close to unity in all successful Ðts.
If some of the parameters in equation (1) are kept Ðxed, then
the merit function increases. On the other hand, adding
more parameters does not reduce the merit function signiÐ-
cantly.

We Ðtted each ring separately by using the portion of
power spectrum extending halfway to the adjoining rings.
For each Ðt a region extending about ^100 kHz from the
chosen central frequency is used. We choose the central
frequency for Ðt in the range of 2È5 mHz, since the power
outside this range is not signiÐcant. The rings correspond-
ing to 0 ¹ n ¹ 6 have been Ðtted. For each value of n we
increase the central frequency of the Ðtting interval in steps
of 12.21 kHz or 3 pixels in the spectra. This gives us typi-
cally 800 ““modes, ÏÏ all of which may not be independent
since there is a considerable overlap between adjacent
Ðtting intervals. In this work we express k in units of R

_
~1,

which enables us to identify it with the degree l of the spher-
ical harmonic of the corresponding global mode.

The Ðtted and for each mode represents anU
x

U
yaverageÈover the entire region in horizontal extent and

over the vertical region where the mode is trappedÈof the
velocities in the x and y directions, respectively. We can
invert the Ðtted (or to infer the variation in horizon-U

x
U
y
)

tal Ñow velocity (or with depth. We use the regu-u
x

u
y
)

larized least squares (RLS) technique as well as the
optimally localized averages (OLA; Backus & Gilbert 1968)
technique for inversion. The results obtained by these two
independent inversion techniques are compared to test the
reliability of inversion results.

In the RLS method we try to Ðt (or under theU
x

U
y
)

constraint that the underlying (or is smooth. Weu
x

u
y
)

represent (or in terms of a cubic B-spline basis, andu
x

u
y
)

the coefficients are determined by s2 minimization with Ðrst
derivative regularization.

In the OLA technique the aim is to explicitly form linear
combinations of the data and the corresponding kernels
such that the resulting averaging kernels are as far as pos-
sible localized near the position for which the solution is
being sought. This is done by minimizing

P
(r [ r0)2

A
;
i

c
i
K

i

B2
dr ] k ;

i
c
i
2p

i
2 , (4)
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FIG. 5.ÈLatitudinally symmetric part of the average horizontal velocity at di†erent latitudes (dashed line for RLS and crosses for OLA),[(u
N

] u
S
)/2]

compared with the rotation velocity obtained from inversion of splitting coefficients plotted after subtracting out the surface rotation rate used in tracking
each region (solid line).

where are the mode kernels and k is a trade-o† param-K
ieter that ensures that the propagated errors in the solution

are low. The minimization is subject to the condition that
the averaging kernel, deÐned as isK(r)\;

i
c
i
K

i
(r),

unimodular ; i.e., / K(r)dr \ 1.
For the purpose of inversion, the Ðtted values of andU

xare interpolated to the nearest integral value of k (inU
yunits of and then the kernels computed from a fullR

_
~1),

solar model with corresponding value of degree l are used
for inversion. Since the Ðtted modes are trapped in the outer
region of the Sun, inversions are carried out for r [ 0.97 R

_only.

3. RESULTS

Following the procedure outlined in ° 2, we Ðtted the
form given by equation (1) to a suitable region of a three-

dimensional spectrum. Figure 2 shows some of the Ðtted
quantities for the averaged spectrum centered at the
equator. For clarity, the error bars are not shown. The
power is maximum around a frequency of 3 mHz for modes
with n [ 1. The Ðtted half-width appears to increase atw0low frequencies. This increase is probably artiÐcial, and we
have checked that keeping the width Ðxed during the Ðt for
these modes does not a†ect the Ðtted and AlthoughU

x
U
y
.

they are not shown, we Ðnd that the parameters andA1, A2,deÐning the variation in power with k, and all haveA3 k
x
, k

ysigniÐcant values. The parameters and increase sig-A2 A3niÐcantly with k, and this can be seen from the power
spectra shown in Figure 1 where the variation of power
along the ring is clearly visible in the outer rings. In general
only one of the two background terms deÐned by andB1 B2is signiÐcant, with being the more dominant at higher l.B2
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FIG. 6.ÈAntisymmetric component of the rotation velocity plotted as a function of depth for various latitudes. The solid lines are the RLS[(u
N

[ u
S
)/2]

results, with dotted lines marking the 1 p error limits, and squares are the OLA results.

It thus appears that the background decreases more rapidly
with l at higher l. In principle, the mean frequency l0\ ckp
can also be computed from the Ðts, but there would be some
systematic errors in these values as in other ridge-Ðtting
techniques (Bachmann et al. 1995). The exponent p varies
between 0.35 and 0.55 for various modes. For f-modes the
value is, in general, very close to 0.5, which is the expected
asymptotic value for a standard solar model.

Although other quantities may also be of some interest, in
this work we restrict our attention to the two horizontal
components of velocity obtained by Ðtting the spectra.
These are shown in Figure 3 for various latitudes. From this
Ðgure it appears that generally increases with depth,U

xexcept possibly at high latitudes. On average, appears toU
xbe lower at high latitudes mainly because of the cos h

(where h is the latitude) factor in conversion from angular
velocity to linear velocity. The latitudinal component isU

y

positive in the northern hemisphere and negative in the
southern hemisphere, and thus the meridional Ñow is
directed from equator to poles. Furthermore, the merid-
ional component appears to be comparatively independent
of depth at low latitudes, while at high latitudes there is
some variation with depth. The Ðtted velocities for each
““mode ÏÏ are inverted to obtain the variation of horizontal
velocity with depth. Only the region r [ 0.96 is sampledR

_by the modes used in this study, and hence the inversions
are restricted to r [ 0.97 since below this depth theR

_
,

averaging kernels are not properly localized. A sample of
the averaging kernels for OLA inversion are shown in
Figure 4. Note that by r \ 0.97 the averaging kernelsR

_
,

become wide and thus have poor resolution. Also note that
the peak of the averaging kernel for 0.9987 is shiftedR

_slightly inward because there are very few modes in the data
set with turning points in that region.
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FIG. 7.ÈAntisymmetric component of the rotation[(u
N

[ u
S
)/2]

velocity plotted as a function of latitude for r \ 0.997 (solid line) andR
_r \ 0.990 (dashed line). These results are obtained using the OLAR

_technique.

3.1. T he Rotation Velocity
From the inversion results it appears that the longitudi-

nal component is dominated by the average rotational(u
x
)

velocity. This is because of the fact that tracking is done at
the surface rotation rate at the center of the tracked region,
and hence does not account for the variation of the rotation
rate with depth. This velocity can be compared with the
helioseismic estimate after subtracting out the surface veloc-
ity used in tracking. We Ðnd that there is a reasonable
agreement between and the rotation rate determinedu

xfrom splitting coefficients of the global p-modes. Thus this
provides a test of our procedure for inferring the subsurface
velocity components. The results obtained using the RLS
and OLA techniques for inversion also agree with each
other to within the estimated errors.

The rotation velocity at each latitude can be decomposed
into a symmetric part and an antisymmetric[(u

N
] u

S
)/2]

part The symmetric part can be compared[(u
N

[ u
S
)/2].

with the rotation velocity as inferred from the splittings of
global modes (Basu & Antia 1999) that sample just the
symmetric part of the Ñow. The comparison is shown in
Figure 5. Since the inversion results using global modes that
are restricted to a mode set of l¹ 250 are not particularly
reliable in the surface regions, the velocity proÐles obtained
from the ring diagram analysis supplement those results
and support the earlier conclusions.

The shear layer just below the surface where the rotation
rate increases with depth has been seen in inversion results
from global p-modes (Schou et al. 1998 ; Antia, Basu, &
Chitre 1998). Some of these inversion results show a change
of sign in the velocity gradient just below the solar surface
at high latitudes. It would be interesting to study this shear
layer using ring diagram analysis. From the results shown
in Figure 5, it appears that the there is some tendency for
reversal of gradient near the surface at high latitudes. This
tendency for reversal is probably not signiÐcant since this
feature is seen in the region and at these highr Z 0.998 R

_
,

latitudes there are very few modes with lower turning points
in this region (see, e.g., Fig. 3), which makes the inversion
results less reliable. To some degree this feature is seen at all
latitudes. At lower latitudes the extent is somewhat less,
which supports the view that this is due to lack of modes
with a lower turning point in the outermost region. Spectra
from high-resolution Dopplergrams will help in the study of
this region. Leaving aside this region, it appears that the
shear layer actually consists of two layers ; in the outer layer

or depth Mm) the gradient is, in general,(r Z 0.994 R
_

, [4
quite steep and continues to 60¡, while in the second layer
below this depth the gradient is smaller and appears to
reverse its sign around 55¡ latitude. The results obtained
from global p-modes from MDI data show a reversal in the
sign of the gradient at latitudes of 55¡. It is possible that this
is because of relatively poor resolution of global p-modes in
this region. It is quite likely that the splittings of p-modes do
not resolve the outer part of the shear layer, and only the
change in gradient in the deeper layer is extrapolated to the
surface.

The di†erence between rotation velocity at the same lati-
tude in the northern and southern hemispheres is small, and
thus the antisymmetric component of rotation rate may not
be very signiÐcant. Some of the di†erence may also be due
to some systematic errors in our analysis. For example, due
to di†erences in the angle of inclination for the regions at
the same latitude in the two hemispheres, the e†ect of fore-
shortening will be di†erent in the two hemispheres. The
antisymmetric component of the rotation velocity is shown
in Figure 6. In particular, it can be seen that at low latitudes
where the results are more reliable, this component is gener-
ally small and comparable to the error estimates. Figure 7
shows the antisymmetric component plotted as a function
of latitude at two di†erent depths. This can be compared
with the inferred value at the surface from GONG data
(Hathaway et al. 1996) as shown by Kosovichev & Schou
(1997). Near the surface this component appears to be sig-
niÐcant around a latitude of 20¡È30¡. In deeper layers the
errors are larger and it is difficult to judge the signiÐcance of
this component.

As was done by Kosovichev & Schou (1997), it is possible
to decompose the rotation velocity into two components, a
smooth part [polynomial in terms of cos h, cos3 h, and
cos5 h, with h being the latitude] and the residual that has
been identiÐed with zonal Ñows. It may be noted that there
is some ambiguity here, since unlike the Ñow found by
Kosovichev & Schou (1997), the rotation velocity inferred
from ring diagrams also includes the antisymmetric com-
ponent. Thus it is not clear if the antisymmetric terms also
need to be included in the smooth part. However, since the
rotation velocity is traditionally expressed using these three
terms, we have used this form for the smooth component,
although this may result in the addition of the anti-
symmetric component to the zonal Ñow pattern. The esti-
mated zonal Ñow is shown in Figure 8. The inferred pattern
near the surface is similar to the average zonal Ñow esti-
mated from the splitting coefficients for the f-modes from
the 360 days MDI data. The agreement appears to be better
in the northern latitudes. This pattern can also be compared
with Figure 3 of Hathaway et al. (1996), which shows the
zonal Ñow at the solar surface as inferred from Doppler
measurements. This also includes the antisymmetric com-
ponent, and hence it is more meaningful to compare our
results with the GONG measurement at the solar surface.
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FIG. 8.ÈZonal Ñow; i.e., the residual rotation velocity left after removing a smooth component (obtained by a three-term Ðt) at a few depths using the
OLA (dashed lines) and RLS (dotted lines) inversions. The depths are marked in the panels. The continuous lines represent the average zonal Ñow velocity as
inferred from f-modes using the 360 day MDI splitting coefficients. The dotted horizontal and vertical lines mark the two axes.

There is good agreement between the OLA and RLS
results. It may be noted that the error bars for zonal Ñows
shown in Figure 8 are just the errors in determining the
rotation velocity at each latitude. Additional errors may
arise from uncertainty in the smooth component that is
subtracted out to obtain these values. Thus the errors may
have been underestimated. One must keep in mind that the
global f-modes are only sensitive to the north-south sym-
metric component of zonal Ñows, and if an average is taken
for the ring diagram results over the north and south lati-
tudes, then the agreement is better (Fig. 9). There is also
some variation with depth in the zonal Ñow pattern, as can
be seen from Figure 8, while the f-mode results represent
some average over the region at depths of 2È9 Mm
(Kosovichev & Schou 1997). At deeper depths the pattern
changes and the errors are also larger. Hence it is not clear if

the zonal Ñow penetrates below about 7 Mm (0.01 fromR
_
)

the surface.

3.2. T he Meridional Flow
The latitudinal component of the velocity appears to be

dominated by the meridional Ñow from the equator pole-
ward. The average latitudinal velocity for each latitude is
shown in Figure 10, while Figure 11 shows the same as a
function of latitude at a few selected depths. There is a
signiÐcant variation in this velocity with depth at high lati-
tudes. Since the measurements may not be very reliable at
high latitudes, it is difficult to say much about the general
form of the Ñow velocity with latitude by looking at these
Ðgures. In any case, the Ñow velocity also depends on depth.
Thus in order to understand the variation of meridional
Ñow velocity with depth and latitude, we attempt to Ðt a
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FIG. 9.ÈZonal Ñow at a few depths obtained by OLA (upper panel) and RLS (lower panel) inversions. This Ðgure shows the north-south symmetric
component of the zonal Ñow shown in Fig. 8. The dotted lines are for r \ 0.997 the short-dashed lines are for r \ 0.990 and the long-dashed lines areR

_
, R

_
,

for r \ 0.985 Error bars are not shown for clarity. The continuous lines represent the average zonal Ñow velocity as inferred from the f-modes using theR
_

.
360 day MDI splitting coefficients.

form (see, e.g., Hathaway et al. 1996)

u
y
(r, /)\ [;

i
a
i
(r)P

i
1[cos (/)] , (5)

where / is the colatitude and are the associated Leg-P
i
1(x)

endre polynomials. The odd terms in this expansion give the
north-south symmetric component, while even terms give
the dominant antisymmetric component. The variation of
amplitudes with depth will give the depth dependencea

i
(r)

of the Ñow velocity. The Ðrst two terms in this expansion are
cos h and (3/2) sin 2h, where h is the latitude. These are the
same as those used by Giles et al. (1997) to Ðt the meridional
Ñow velocity obtained from time-distance analysis. We Ðnd
that these terms are not sufficient, and it is necessary to
include about six terms before the Ðts look reasonable. The
terms beyond the sixth term are found to be smaller than

the respective error estimates at all depths. The amplitudes
of the Ðrst six terms are shown in Figure 12.

The second term is the largest, with an amplitude (after
accounting for the factor of 3/2) of 20È35 m s~1 depending
on the depth. The odd components representing the sym-
metric part are generally small and comparable to error
estimates except in the region r [ 0.99 where the valuesR

_
,

appear to be somewhat signiÐcant. It is not clear if a part of
these terms is due to some systematic errors arising from
misalignment in the MDI instrument (Giles et al. 1997). The
coefficient appears to be signiÐcant in the intermediatea4depths with a maximum value of 3È4 m s~1. This com-
ponent has been suggested by Durney (1993) from theoreti-
cal considerations involving di†erential rotation. While
Giles et al. (1997) did not Ðnd a signiÐcant value for this
component, we Ðnd that although near the surface isa4
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FIG. 10.ÈMeridional velocity at di†erent latitudes plotted as a function of depth. The results of RLS inversions are shown by continuous lines for
northern latitudes and dashed lines for southern latitudes, with the dotted lines showing the 1 p error limits. The crosses are for northern latitudes and the
squares are for southern latitudes and mark the results of OLA inversions.

small, it becomes signiÐcant in deeper layers. The coefficient
is even smaller, although the value may be signiÐcant ata6some depths.
The amplitude of the dominant component [sin (2h)] is

about 30 m s~1 near the surface, which is comparable to the
values obtained by Giles et al. (1997) from time-distance
analysis and by Hathaway et al. (1996) from direct Doppler
measurement at solar surface. The form of meridional
velocity Ðtted by Hathaway et al. (1996) is the same as what
we have used, but they have not published the higher com-
ponents, which are probably small at the surface. On the

other hand, Giles et al. (1997) have used only the Ðrst two
components, and consequently it is not clear if the results
can be directly compared since the higher order poly-
nomials also have terms of form sin (2h), which also make
some contribution to the amplitude.

We Ðnd that the amplitude of the dominant com-(a2)ponent of meridional Ñow velocity is roughly constant near
the surface, but that it decreases around r \ 0.994 andR

_
,

below r \ 0.99 the amplitude again increases. It may beR
_noted that the region r [ 0.994 where the amplitude isR

_
,

nearly constant, coincides with the region where we identi-
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FIG. 11.ÈMeridional velocity at di†erent depths plotted as a function of latitude. These results have been obtained using the OLA technique for
inversion.

Ðed the outer shear layer in rotation velocity. The other
coefficients and of meridional Ñow also show a changea4 a6in amplitude around this depth. This reinforces our conclu-
sion about two di†erent shear layers below the solar
surface. Near the surface and again at depths of around 21
Mm, the coefficients and are small and the meridionala4 a6Ñow proÐle shows a decrease at higher latitudes as expected
from the second term. At intermediate depths there is no
sign of this turnover in velocity up to latitudes of 60¡.

There is no evidence for any change in sign of the merid-
ional velocity up to a depth of 0.03 or 21 Mm that isR

_covered in this study. Thus the return Ñow from the poles to
equator must be located at greater depths.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Ring diagram analysis yields the horizontal components
of velocity in the region r [ 0.97 To test the validity ofR

_
.

these results, we compare the average longitudinal velocity
with the rotation rate inferred from inversion of global p-
modes. Similarly, the inferred velocity at the surface is com-
pared with Doppler measurements. It is found that the
average longitudinal velocity agrees reasonably well with
the rotation rate inferred from inversion of global p-modes,

and the meridional component of velocity at the solar
surface agrees with that inferred by Doppler measurements.

The shear layer just below the solar surface is clearly seen
in our results. It appears that this layer probably consists of
two parts, the upper layer conÐned to a depth of up to 4
Mm, where the gradient in rotation velocity is quite steep
and does not change sign up to a latitude of 60¡. The merid-
ional component of velocity is found to be roughly indepen-
dent of depth in this shear layer. This shear layer roughly
coincides with the hydrogen ionization zone in solar
models. Density increases by more than 2 orders of magni-
tude in this layer. There is some ambiguity in the region
very close to the solar surface (depth less than 2 Mm), since
this region is not properly resolved in our study. It would be
interesting to use high-resolution Dopplergrams to study
Ñow velocities in this region where the superadiabatic gra-
dient could be large. The second shear layer below a depth
of 4 Mm has a smaller gradient in the rotation component,
and the gradient of rotation velocity appears to change sign
around a latitude of 55¡, as is also found in the rotation rate
inferred from global p-modes. The meridional components
of velocity show some variation in this lower shear layer.
The second shear layer coincides with the ionization zones
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FIG. 12.ÈAmplitude of various components of meridional velocity as a
function of depth. The results are obtained using the OLA technique.

of helium in solar models. There may be some distinction
between the layers covering the Ðrst and second ionization
zones of helium, but the di†erence in velocity gradient
between these two zones is not very clear at all latitudes.

The velocity of the zonal Ñows in the outermost region is
similar to that estimated from the splitting coefficient for
the global f-modes as well as the surface measurements

(Hathaway et al. 1996). The antisymmetric component of
the rotation velocity is small (less than 5 m s~1), and it is not
clear if it is signiÐcant at all latitudes and depths. Near the
surface the antisymmetric component appears to be signiÐ-
cant for latitudes of 20¡È30¡. In deeper layers, where the
errors are larger, it is not clear if the zonal Ñows or the
antisymmetric component are signiÐcant.

The dominant signal in the meridional velocity is the
meridional Ñow that varies with latitude and has a
maximum magnitude of about 35 m s~1. The dominant
component of meridional Ñow has the form sin 2h, but
higher order components are also signiÐcant at interme-
diate depths. In particular, the component suggestedP41(/)
by Durney (1993) is found to have an amplitude of about
3È4 m s~1 at intermediate depths. The amplitude of the
dominant component is about 30 m s~1 at the surface that
is in agreement with other measurements. The north-south
symmetric component of the meridional Ñow is generally
small and comparable to the error estimates, except poss-
ibly in the outermost layers. There is no change in sign of
meridional velocity with depth up to 21 Mm.

This work utilizes data from the Solar Oscillations
Investigation/Michelson Doppler Imager (SOI/MDI) on
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO). SOHO is a
project of international cooperation between ESA and
NASA. The authors would like to thank the SOI Science
Support Center and the SOI Ring Diagrams Team for
assistance in data processing. The data-processing modules
used were developed by Luiz A. Discher de Sa and Rick
Bogart, with contributions from Irene Gonza� lez Herna� ndez
and Peter Giles. S. B. is supported by an AMIAS fellowship.
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